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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we introduce a novel unsupervised method for keyword extraction, based on non-smooth
nonnegative matrix factorization. We generate a document-term matrix from a given corpus and factorize
it into the product of two special matrices: documents-by-topics and topics-by-terms. In our method, we
choose a low degree of factorization (k=3,4,5) and use only topics-by-terms matrix to extract top N
keywords for each of k topics. Then we merge these obtained N*k keywords into a resulting keyword list
excluding duplicates and assign keywords to documents. We validate our method with a large text
corpora: “Introduction to information retrieval” textbook (by Manning, Raghavan and Schütze), available
online. The result of our method is compared with three popular unsupervised keyword extraction
algorithms: TextRank, Rake and Yake. The experiments confirm that the proposed method shows the
promising performance in terms of precision, recall and F-measure with respect to various number of
candidate keywords.
Keywords: Keyword Extraction, NMF, nsNMF, NLP, Unsupervised Approach.
1. INTRODUCTION
Keywords are words and phrases that represent
the content of a given text in a compact and
informative manner [1,2]. Keywords provide a
high-level thematic representation of texts and can
be served as rich sources of information for various
applications of NLP [2]. There are a lot of
approaches for automatic keyword extraction, and
they all can be divided into two classes:
unsupervised
and
supervised.
The
main
disadvantage of supervised keyword extraction
approach is that it requires manually annotated
keywords for training [3]. Unsupervised keyword
extraction approach which does not depend on any
external data is very promising for deployment in
online applications [2]. Such applications allow
users to upload their texts and immediately get
relevant keywords, sometimes in the form of tags or
visual word clouds.

Within
unsupervised
methods,
keyword
extraction task is framed as a term ranking problem
[2]. Among the most popular ranking algorithms
are TextRank [4], Rake [5], SwiftRank [6], Yake
[7,8], Take [9], and adapted Chi-square [10]. These
algorithms show that the performance of F-score is
near 10-30% [8], and as pointed in [11], “there is
definitely still room for improvement”. Ten years
have passed since the writing of the cited paper
[11], however the room for improvement is still
wide open.
This work aims to increase the performance of
unsupervised keyword extraction using non-smooth
nonnegative matrix factorization [12]. Nonnegative
matrix factorization (NMF) decomposes of an
original document-term co-occurrence matrix
where rows are documents and columns are terms,
into the product of two lower rank matrices:
documents-by-features and features-by-terms. The
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number of features k (i.e. factorization degree) is
usually selected much smaller than the number of
terms, so each feature can be interpreted as a
compressed topic. Therefore, the first matrix
(documents-by-features) represents weights of
topics in documents, also known as basis vectors,
and the second matrix (features-by-terms)
represents weights of terms in topics, also known as
encoding vectors. Our hypothesis states that the
most weighted terms in topics can be selected as
keywords. There is a hard reason why only nonsmooth NMF should be used; it is to avoid excess
overlapping among the encoding vectors (i.e.
topics) [12]. This reason will be described in more
detail in the following sections.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief discussion of the related work on
unsupervised keyword extraction approach. In
Section 3, the novel non-smooth NMF-based
approach to keywords extraction is introduced, and
difference between the standard and non-smooth
NMF is described in detail. Section 4 presents
experimental work aimed at evaluating and
comparing several unsupervised keyword extraction
methods including ours. Finally, Section 5 contains
conclusions and plans for future work.
2. RELATED WORK
There are four major classes of
unsupervised keyword extraction methods:
statistics-based, graph-based, topic-based and
embeddings-based. Statistics-based methods use
term statistics such as term frequency or cooccurrence to extract the most statistically
meaningful terms with the exception of general
words and stop-words. These methods include TFIDF [14], KP-Miner [15], Rake [5], Yake [7], Chisquare [10]. Graph-based methods represent
documents as graphs and use graph metrics such as
node authority or node degree to extract the most
authoritative terms. These methods include
TextRank [4], SingleRank [16], PositionRank [17],
KECNW [18], MCI [19], sCake [20]. Topic-based
methods use topic modeling to extract the most
representative terms in topics. These methods
include TopicRank [21], Topical PageRank [22,
23], LET [24], LSA [25]. Embeddings-based
methods use word embeddings to extract the most
semantically related terms. These methods include
EmbedRank [26], RVA [27], OEWE [28],
NamedKey [29].
The method proposed in this work refers to
the class of topic-based keyword extraction
methods so we will consider this issue in more
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detail below. The authors of [21] suggest that
“intuitively, ranking topics instead of words is a
more straightforward way to identify keyphrases
that covers the main topics of a document”. They
adapt TextRank to topic ranking and propose a new
method named TopicRank. TopicRank represents a
document by a graph in which topics are vertices
and edges are semantic relations between topics.
The authors define topics as clusters of similar
keyphrase candidates (two keyphrase candidates are
similar if they have at least 25% of overlapping
words). Two topics are related if their keyphrase
candidates often appear close to each other in the
document. Once the graph is created, the authors
apply the above-mentioned method TextRank to
rank the topics, and for each of the most important
topics, they select only one the most representative
keyphrase.
The authors of [22] use Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) to acquire the topics and
calculate topic scores for all words in the document.
They construct a graph in which vertices are words
and edges are weighted in accordance with the
number of co-occurrences between corresponding
words. The authors apply biased PageRank to this
graph and name their method as Topical PageRank.
In traditional PageRank there are equal
probabilities of random jump to all vertices,
whereas in biased PageRank the larger topic score
of a vertex, the larger its probability. Therefore, the
authors calculate the ranking scores of candidate
keyphrases separately for each topic. By
considering the topic distribution in the document,
they further integrate topic-specific rankings of
candidate keyphrases into a final ranking and
extract top-ranked ones.
The authors of [23] propose an
improvement of Topical PageRank. While the
original algorithm requires a random walk for each
topic in the document, the authors’ Topical
PageRank is computed only once regardless of the
number of topics in the document. They use the
cosine similarity between the vector of word-topic
probabilities and the document-topic probabilities
and assess the “topical importance” of a word for
this document. The authors show that this
modification does not reduce the performance too
much but significantly saves the computation time.
The authors of [24] apply Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) to extract latent topics from
documents. LSA maps documents and terms into a
k dimensional space, and each dimension is called a
latent topic. The mapping is achieved through
decomposition of the original document-term
matrix 𝐴
into the product of three matrices
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𝑈
,𝑆
and 𝑉
, where the rows of U are
coordinates of points in this k dimensional space
representing documents, the rows of V are
coordinates of terms, respectively, and the elements
of S are singular values which express the
importance of latent topics. Therefore, matrices U
and V reflect importance weights of latent topics on
documents and terms, respectively. Using these
matrices, the authors for each candidate keyphrase
and for each topic compute a topic-based weight of
the keyphrase and select keyphrases with the
highest topic-based weights.
The author of [25] also uses LSA to extract
keywords from a single document. At first, the
document is represented as a matrix A, where rows
correspond to the terms and columns to the
sentences. Then the term-sentence matrix 𝐴
is
decomposed into the product of three matrices
and 𝑉
, and the first column of U
𝑈 ,𝑆
is considered as the main topic of the document. At
the end, the most important keywords representing
the document are picked up by selecting the top N
values of this column. This paper is very relevant to
our work except for decomposition technique. In
our work, nonnegative matrix factorization is used
instead of LSA’s singular value decomposition.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach consists of four
steps: 1) construction of a document-term matrix;
3.2 Non-Smooth NMF Decomposition of
Document-Term Matrix
In the second step, we apply non-smooth
nonnegative matrix factorization (nsNMF) to the
constructed document-term matrix A. In general,
NMF is used to represent an input nonnegative
matrix A
by
two
smaller
nonnegative
matrices W and H, which, when multiplied,
approximately reconstruct A:
𝐴 𝑊𝐻
(1)
This standard NMF model is called a twofactor model. In case when the input matrix 𝐴
represents a document-term matrix, the matrices 𝑊
and 𝐻 represent a document-topic and a topic-term
matrices, respectively (see Fig. 1).
The limitation of standard two-factor NMF
model is that it often returns overlapped features in
the output matrices. In our case, two-factor NMF
returns overlapped topics in a topic-term matrix. To
overcome this limitation, we use a tri-factor nonsmooth NMF model that represents the input matrix
A by three nonnegative matrices W, S and H [31]:
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2) non-smooth NMF decomposition of the
document-term matrix into document-topic and
topic-term matrices; 3) keywords extraction based
on topic-term matrix; 4) assigning keywords to
documents, based on the document-topic matrix.
3.1 Construction of Document-Term Matrix
In the first step, we construct a documentterm matrix that reflects a given textual collection.
If a collection consists of only one document, we
divide this document into parts (chapters or
paragraphs), so each part can be considered as an
individual document. Then we extract terms (i.e.
single words, bigrams and trigrams) from these
documents, and create a matrix where the rows are
documents, columns are extracted terms and entries
are the frequencies of terms in documents. We
denote this matrix as 𝐴.
We impose the following simple
restrictions on extracted terms: all terms before
extraction are lemmatized; all terms with
frequencies lower than a certain threshold are
excluded; all terms that contain stop-words are
excluded (except trigrams in which stop-words can
occur in the middle, for example, “bag of words”);
single words that are not nouns are excluded; all
terms that include special words such as verbs,
adverbs, auxiliary verbs, numbers, symbols,
pronouns, determiners, etc. are excluded.

𝐴

𝑊𝑆𝐻

In this model, matrix S is fixed and
known, and can be used to control the sparsity or
smoothness of matrix W and/or H [32]:
∙1
𝑆
1 𝜃 𝐼
(3)
where k is the factorization degree, 𝐼 is
is the matrix of all
𝑘 𝑘 identity matrix and 1
ones. The parameter 𝜃 controls the smoothness of
matrix 𝑆. For 𝜃 0, S = 𝐼 , and the model reduces
to the standard two-factor NMF, and for 𝜃 → 1
strong smoothing is imposed on S. Therefore, we
apply nsNMF to increase sparseness of both
document-topic and topic-term matrices in order to
avoid the overlapping of topics.
3.3 Keywords Extraction Based on the TopicTerm Matrix
In the third step, we extract keywords from
topic-term matrix 𝐻. Each row of matrix H is a
vector that encodes one topic and its elements are
weights of terms in this topic. We sort each of 𝑘
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rows of matrix 𝐻 in a descending order, so the most
weighty terms will be at the top. Then we extract
top 𝑁 terms from each row and combine these 𝑁 ∙ 𝑘
extracted terms into a common list of keywords
excluding duplicates.
Table 1 shows the top 10 keywords of
“Introduction to Information Retrieval” textbook,
extracted using nsNMF (the number of topics k is
equal to 3 and the lower threshold of term
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frequency T is equal to 3). As shown in Table 1, the
top 10 keywords in all topics are single words,
whereas many researchers point to the dominance
of compound terms among keywords [33]. We can
adjust this bias by increasing weights of bigrams
and trigrams in encoding vectors. We double the
weights of bigrams and triple the weights of
trigrams. Table 2 shows how the top 10 keywords
list is reordered after adjusting weights.

Figure 1: Conceptual Illustration of NMF Applied to a Term-Document Matrix A (Source: [30])

Table 1 : The Top 10 Keywords Extracted from “Introduction to Information Retrieval” Textbook

Rank

Topic 1
Term
document
class
set
classification
information
data
classifier
method
text
problem

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Topic 2

Weight
700.468
405.000
308.756
296.000
291.083
275.613
252.000
240.180
225.326
204.008

Term
page
web
list
search
cluster
posting
index
clustering
time
number

Weight
626.268
424.000
299.321
294.599
273.398
260.600
251.887
225.281
215.475
197.417

Topic 3
Term
document
term
query
model
word
vector
language
section
space
collection

Weight
1073.532
993.398
832.000
325.186
310.000
247.610
198.000
192.061
179.056
162.599

Table 2: The Biased Top 10 Keywords Extracted from “Introduction to Information Retrieval” Textbook
(After Adjusting Keyword Weights Based on the Number of Words in Keywords)

Rank

Topic 1
Term
Weight
document
700.468
class
405.000
text classification
372.000

Term
page
posting list
web page

Topic 2
Weight
626.268
624.000
604.000

Term
document
term
query

Topic 3
Weight
1073.532
993.398
832.000

1
2
3
4

information retrieval

315.708

search engine

434.436

vector space

425.316

5

set

308.756

web

424.000

model

325.186
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6

relevance feedback

304.000

web search engine

414.000

query term

320.000

7
8
9
10

classification
information
data
set of documents

296.000
291.083
275.613
263.655

web search
list
search
cluster

348.000
299.321
294.599
273.398

word
language model
Vector
language

310.000
256.000
247.610
198.000

It is worth noting that in this step, keyword
extraction process might be finished if there is no
need in further assigning keywords to documents.
3.4 Assigning Keywords to Documents
The keywords extracted from matrix H
describe a collection of documents as a whole and
this does not quite correspond to the conventional
understanding of the task of keyword extraction. As
noted in [33], the difference between extraction of
keywords and extraction of terms which is
sometimes called automatic term recognition is that
keywords are intended for annotation of a separate
document, while terms are descriptors of all the
subject domain. Accordingly, if the task is not to
annotate separately each document of the
collection, this step – distribution of the extracted
keywords to separate documents – can be omitted.
If this step can’t be omitted, after obtaining
the total list of keywords it is necessary to compute
the weight of every keyword in each document of
the collection. There are a great number of methods
for doing this, and the simplest one among them is
to sort out the list of keywords according to their
occurrence in the document and select those which
come most often in this document.
Also, it is possible to use to keywords a
measure 𝑇𝑓-𝐼𝑑𝑓, which smoothes the frequency of
all keywords found in all or almost all documents
of the collection. In this work, we use this measure
but amplifying it by a multiple of the number of
terms included in the keyword:
𝑇𝑓-𝐼𝑑𝑓 𝑡, 𝑑 ∗∗
,
𝑙𝑜𝑔
∑
∈

,

where 𝑙𝑒𝑛 𝑡 is the length of the keyword,
i.e. the number of single words in it; 𝑓 𝑡, 𝑑 is
frequency of the keyword in this document;
∑ ∈ 𝑓 𝑡 , 𝑑 is the sum of frequencies of all
keywords in this document; |𝐷| is cardinality of the
collection of documents, i.e. the number of all
documents in the collection; | 𝑑 ∈ 𝐷|𝑡 ∈ 𝑑 | is the
number of those documents in the collection which
contain this keyword.
Also, in this work, to evaluate the weight
of a keyword in the document, we use our own
empirical formula:
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑡, 𝑑
𝑙𝑒𝑛 𝑡

1

1

∑ ∈

,
∑ ∈

,

5
where 𝑤 𝑡 is the weight of a keyword,
∑ ∈ 𝑤 𝑡 – the sum of weights of extracted
keywords, 𝑓 𝑡, 𝑑 – frequency of the keyword in
this documents, ∑ ∈ 𝑓 𝑡 , 𝑑 – the sum of
frequencies of all extracted keywords occurring in
this document.
Table 3 shows the top 10 keywords
extracted with the help of formula (4) for the
documents “13.3 The Bernoulli model”, “9.2.3
Automatic thesaurus generation” and “8 Evaluation
in information retrieval” of “Introduction to
Information Retrieval” textbook.

𝑙𝑒𝑛 𝑡
| |

|

∈ | ∈

|

, (4)

Table 3: The Top 10 Keywords Assigned to Documents “The Bernoulli Model”, “Automatic Thesaurus
Generation” and “Evaluation in Information Retrieval”

Rank
1
2

The Bernoulli model

Automatic thesaurus generation

Evaluation in information retrieval

Term
Bernoulli model
multinomial
model

Weight
0.363

Term
thesaurus

Weight
0.189

Term
test collection

Weight
0.123

0.291

interest rate

0.180

retrieval result

0.123

document of class

0.200

positive and false

0.126

inverse
document
frequency

0.103

3
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model

0.157

expansion

0.109

relevant and non
relevant

0.087

test document

0.127

collection of
document

0.105

notion

0.085

classification
decision
occurrence
number of
occurrence

0.094

term and document

0.101

user

0.081

0.087

relevance feedback

0.098

utility

0.081

0.065

false negative

0.079

quality

0.069

generative model

0.062

document matrix

0.065

fraction

0.059

false positive

0.065

inverse
document
user interface

4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
4.1 Data
To evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach, we tested it on “Introduction to
information retrieval” textbook (by Manning,
Raghavan and Schütze) [33], available online.
“Introduction to information retrieval” textbook
consists of 245 texts, where each text corresponds
to a section or subsection in the book.
This collection of texts is transformed into
a corpus suitable for further analysis with the help
of the linguistic processing package Udpipe
realized in the language R. In particular, the
package allows dividing the corpus documents into
sentences and words providing each word with its
lemma and POS tag (morphological information on
the word). Lemmas are necessary to reduce the
words to normal forms and POS tags – to exclude,
where it is necessary, auxiliary words and tokens
(for example, interjections, articles, punctuation
marks). Then, using the same package, single
words, bigrams and trigrams were extracted from
the corpus (see Fig. 2).
The so-called gold index was used as a
standard set of keywords with which the extracted
keywords – candidates were compared. The
copyright index numbers 604 keywords including
174 single word terms, 336 bigrams, 79 trigrams,
14 4-grams and 1 6-gram. We used 589 keywords
as a reference, i.e. only unigrams, bigrams and
trigrams. Figure 3 shows a fragment of this gold
index.

Figure 2: Results of Applying Sliding Window Size of 3
to the First Sentence of the Chapter “Boolean Retrieval

Figure 3: A Fragment of the Author’s Keyword Index for
“Introduction to Information Retrieval” Textbook

4.2 Baseline Algorithms
As mentioned above, we compare the
approach being proposed with three algorithms for
extracting keywords: TextRank, Rake and Yake!
The choice of these algorithms is determined by the
fact that, for them, there are
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ready realizations which allow to use them easily
on their own corpus of texts. Realizations of
algorithms TextRank and Rake are available via
library Udpipe for language R [35], while
realization of algorithm Yake! is available via
special API [36]. These algorithms were already
compared with each other in [8] the authors of
which describe realization of algorithm Yake! and
demonstrate its efficiency in comparison with 10
methods. With this aim, they use 20 datasets which
are benchmarks in extraction of keywords.

table, the algorithm can return one and the same
word both in singular and plural form (compare
keywords “term” and “terms”).
Algorithm TextRank returns the ranked list
of keywords, too, but truncated according to the set
up proportion. By default, such proportion is equal
to 1/3, i.e. the total list of keywords includes only
the upper third of all extracted keywords. Table 5
contains top 10 keywords from this total list.
Table 5: The Top 10 Keywords Extracted by
TextRank

Table 4:The Top 10 Keywords Extracted by
Yake!

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Keyword
figure
documents
section
query
query terms
term
terms
web page
web search engines
web search

We present below the tables demonstrating
top 10 keywords extracted from the considered by
us corpus by the mentioned baseline algorithms.
There are definite features how each of the
algorithms returns the result. For instance,
algorithm Yake! (see Table 4) returns just a ranked
list of keywords without indicating the scores,
therefore, in order to use these keywords for
evaluation of the method, every time we cut off the
necessary for us number of words. As is seen in the

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

Rank

Keyword

Frequency

1

document

1443

3

term

825

4

query

762

6

page

607

7

set

481

8

section

457

9

model

441

10

number

434

Algorithm Rake, apart from the list of
extracted keywords, for each keyword returns also
its Rake score. Therefore, the list of keywords can
be ranked either according to Rake score (see Table
6), or the frequency (see Table 7), or by the product
of these values (see Table 8). In our experiments
which are described below, the greatest efficiency
of algorithm Rake was achieved when we used
ranking of keywords according to the product of
Rake score and frequency. One can observe this
tendency visually when comparing Tables 6-8.

Table 6:The Top 10 Keywords Extracted by Rake (Keywords are Ranked by Rake Score)

Rank

Keyword

Frequency

Rake

1

cheap CD

1

12.000

Frequency
* Rake
12.000

2

red wine

1

11.333

11.333

3

query Doc

1

11.049

11.049

4

Doc FP

1

10.071

10.071

5

ad hoc

2

8.798

17.596

6

computational linguistic

1

8.455

8.455

7

US patent

1

8.167

8.167

8

false negative

1

8.084

8.084

9

greater concurrency

1

8.077

8.077

10

false positive

2

7.919

15.838
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Table 7: The Top 10 Keywords Extracted by Rake (Keywords are Ranked by Their Frequencies)

Rank

Keyword

Frequency

Rake

Frequency*Rake

1

document

1336

0.302

403.662

2

term

719

0.370

266.016

3

Query

546

0.412

225.094

4

section

444

0.037

16.373

5

number

420

0.039

16.376

6

page

408

0.414

169.047

7

example

368

0.132

48.654

8

cluster

321

0.207

66.302

9

class

306

0.306

93.689

10

index

262

0.376

98.501

Table 7: The Top 10 Keywords Extracted by Rake (Keywords are Ranked by the Product Frequency*Rake)

Rank

Keyword

Frequency

Rake

Frequency*Rake

1

document

1336

0.302

403.662

2

posting list

59

4.760

280.864

3

term

719

0.370

266.016

4

query

546

0.412

225.094

5

web page

47

4.050

190.365

6

query term

45

4.056

182.534

7

training set

35

4.869

170.404

8

page

408

0.414

169.047

9

model

239

0.645

154.211

10

search engine

26

5.262

136.809

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
Owing to the presence of the standard
copyright list of keywords we can evaluate the
accuracy and completeness of the considered
methods of extraction of keywords. For this, it is
necessary to calculate the values as shown in Table
9.

False
Positive

𝐹𝑁

False
Negative

the number of candidate
keywords that are not
present in the reference list
the number of keywords of
the reference list that are
missed among the extracted
candidate keywords

Then the accuracy and completeness can
be evaluated by the following formulae:

Table 8: Reference Values for Calculating the
Accuracy and Completeness of Keyword Extraction

Notati
on
𝑇𝑃

𝐹𝑃

Name

Defined as

True
Positive

the number of candidate
keywords that are present in
the reference list
3590

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

(6)
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The obtained values of the accuracy and
completeness of keyword extraction can be
combined into an index called F-score with the help
of the harmonic mean:
𝐹1

Table 11:Results of Yake! Algorithm

Number
of
candidat
es
(8)

∗

2

4.4 Results

600

The results of extraction of keywords from
the book “Introduction to Information Retrieval”
using the above described baseline methods are
presented in Tables 10-12.

700
800
900

Table 9: Results of TextRank Algorithm

Number
of
candidate
s
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Number
of
extracted
keyword
s

Precisio
n

Recal
l

100

0.1667

0.1698

107
116

0.1529
0.1450

0.1817
0.1969

119

0.1322

0.2020

123

0.1230

0.2088

600
700
800
900
1000

1000

F1

0.168
2
0.166
1
0.167
0.159
8
0.154
8

As can be seen in the tables, among the
baseline method, the method TextRank was most
effective on the proposed corpus. This contradicts
the results of work [8] the authors of which prove
on 20 standard corpora the preference of their
algorithm Yake! Over TextRank, Rake and other
state-of-the-art methods. The thing is that our
experiments were carried out on a large corpus of
texts (a book) and the keywords were extracted not
for separate documents (sections of the book) but
for the whole book. That is stop 3.4 was omitted as
we did not have marked keywords for each
document in the corpus.
Table 10:Results of Rake Algorithm

Number
of
candidates

Number
of
extracted
keywords

Precisio
n

Recall

600
700
800
900
1000

85
95
107
114
123

0.1417
0.1357
0.1338
0.1267
0.1230

0.1443
0.1613
0.1817
0.1935
0.2088

Number
of
extracte
d
keyword
s

Precisio
n

81

0.1350

88

0.1257

94

0.1175

100

0.1111

103

0.1030

Recal
l

F1

0.137
5
0.149
4
0.159
6
0.169
8
0.174
9

0.136
2
0.136
5
0.135
4
0.134
3
0.129
6

As was mentioned in section 3.4, such a
statement of the task for keyword extraction is not
quite traditional but occurs in literature. For
example, in [37] the authors proposed an approach
for extracting keywords from a large literature
corpus and as a standard collection they used
Charles Darwin’s scientific work “The Origin of
Species”. A glossary compiled by a reputable
expert and consisting of 283 keywords was used as
a standard list of keywords to evaluate the
efficiency of the proposed method.
Tables 13-15 present the results of our
approach at different values of factorization degree
k (i.e. at different numbers of topics being
modelled). Apart from parameter k, we used one
more parameter T with the help of which we
controlled the dimensions of the documents-term
matrix. We limited the number of columns in this
matrix by only those terms which occurred in the
corpus not less than three times.
Thus, the factorized matrix documents-by-terms
contained 245 rows-documents and 2552 terms
(unigrams, bigrams and trigrams). As is seen in
Tables 13-15, our approach is most effective at
parameter k=3. This can be explained by the fact
that the less the number of modelled topics, the
lower is their overlapping. It is low overlapping that
F1
we try to achieve in our work using non-smooth
NMF instead of classic NMF.
0.1430
0.1474
Number of
0.1541
candidates
0.1531
0.1548 600
700
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Table 12: Results of Proposed Non-Smooth
NMF-Based Algorithm (k=3)
Number of
extracted
keywords

Precision

Recall

F1

110
117

0.1833
0.1671

0.1868
0.1986

0.185
0.1815
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130
139
146

0.1625
0.1544
0.146

0.2207
0.236
0.2479

0.1872
0.1867
0.1838

Table 13: Results of Proposed Non-Smooth
NMF-Based Algorithm (k=4)

Number
of
candidate
s

Number
of
extracted
keyword
s

Precisio
n

104

0.1733

111

0.1588

122

0.1546

131

0.1467

140

0.1410

600
700
800
900
1000

Recal
l

F1

0.176
6
0.188
5
0.207
1
0.222
4
0.237
7

0.174
9
0.172
4
0.177
0
0.176
8
0.177
0

Table 14: Results of Proposed Non-Smooth NMF-Based
Algorithm (k=5)

Number of
candidates
-

Number
of
extracted
keyword
s

Precisio
n

Recal
l

99

0.165

0.1681

111

0.1586

0.1885

118

0.1475

0.2003

128

0.1422

0.2173

143

0.1430

0.2428

600
700
800
900
1000

F1

0.166
5
0.172
3
0.169
9
0.171
9
0.180
0
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algorithms, it is a common knowledge that
nonnegative matrix factorization is quite a weighty
algorithm which yields in performance to graphical
or pure statistical methods of keyword extraction.
Also, the question remains how the
proposed by us method will behave on those
collections of documents where keywords must be
matched separately for each document. This
question requires additional consideration in our
future researches as in this work, when carrying out
experiments, we omitted this step described in
detail at the theoretical level in section 3.4. To see
how good is the proposed by us method when
performing this step in practice, we should use
principally other standard collections such as, for
example, SemEval 2010 [38] or SemEval 2017 [39]
in which a separate list of keywords is given for
each text document. We suppose that our method
can surpass the considered baselines as, unlike
them, it has a principal possibility to annotate
separate documents of a collection with not only
the keywords that are explicitly present in them but
also with the keywords which are absent in them
but are deeply related to its content and topic.
One more interesting direction for our
future investigations is to indirectly measure, in the
absence of universal standard collections, the
quality of extracted keywords, for example, by
assessing the quality of text classification or
clustering [40, 41, 42].

5. CONCLUSION
In this work, we showed that nonnegative
matrix factorization has its own place in the class of
unsupervised keyword extraction. This is the niche
of the methods directed to extraction of keywords
from large literature corpora, such as textbooks,
scientific works, technical literature, books. Wellknown keyword extraction methods such as
TextRank, Rake or a new very promising method
Yake! being applied to this kind of corpora
significantly yield to the nonnegative matrix
factorization though they are faster. Despite the fact
that we do not present in this work the speed
performance assessment of each of the compared
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Figure 4: Comparing of the Proposed Approach nsNMF With Baselines (When the Parameter of the Proposed
Approach k=3)

Figure 5: Comparing of the Proposed Approach nsNMF With Baselines (When Parameter of the Proposed Approach
k=4)
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Figure 5:Comparing of the Proposed Approach nsNMF With Baselines (When the Parameter of the Proposed
Approach k=5)
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